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Record 157 Students on Annual SBA Trip to Snowshoe
BY SARAH VALERIO

News Editor

Over the long weekend marked by
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, the SBA
hosted its annual ski trip to Snowshoe,
W. Va. More than 150 people attended
the event, and SBA President, 3L Bryan
King boasted, "We actually managed to
make it back from the ... trip with all 157
people intact."
2L Brian Johnson said, "The trip
was awesome. I got all but one of my five
female roommates to go on the slide in the
outdoor pool in about 5 degree weather."
Johnson cited that and watching a friend
wipe out and lose "both her skis and
poles" before looking at him and asking,
"How do you know if you have internal
bleeding?" as the memorable moments
from the weekend getaway.
"It was a blast," said SBA Vice
President and 2L Brett Sheats.
He noted that the number of attend
ees on this year's trip nearly doubled the
previous record.
"The conditions were incredible; Sean Murphy, Brian Churney, Raphi Rabin-Havt, Dave Scharfstein, Matt Rizzolo and Noah Koretz on the annual SBA ski trip.
12 inches of snow fell at the mountain
Photo provided courtesy of Matt Rizzolo.
the week before the trip, so the skiing was
King
said,
"The
ski
trip
went
ex
pretty much perfect," Sheats said. "It was side, especially on Sunday, but most of us
can have an amazing time, all the while
really, really cold, though. The wind chills
were inside watching football anyway. A tremely well this year. There were a lot of
remaining positive representatives of our
at night were around minus 10, so people
Viad to dress warmly. TTie great part is that

we had a good mix of all three classes, so
expect there to be another great turnout
next year."

3LMatt Rizzolo shared Sheats' sen
timents, claiming, "The trip was a blast.
We had a really good mix of lLs, 2Ls,
and 3Ls... and everybody got along great.
It was twice as large as any ski trip had
been in the past, but went off pretty much
without a hitch, except for an extra long
bus ride on the way there.... The weather
was outstanding - definitely on the cold

lot of trails were open on the mountain,

much more than in past years, and there

was plenty of packed powder."
Not everyone who went on the trip

elected to hit the slopes though.
3L Vanessa Sunshine said, "I didn't
go skiing. I spent the entire time in the
cabin." Sunshine added, "It was a great
time for me as a 3L to meet other law stu
dents I'd never met before and bond with
best friends that I've spent the last three
years getting to know. I would describe
the weekend as freezing, food, friends,
fun and football."

people who helped make it happen, hut
our VP of ProRr.imminp, Janelle Ifurhe.
did most of the heavy lifting. We were a

little concerned about staying organized

with the large number of people going on
the trip this year (157, most we've ever
had was 90). So, we held a mandatory
info session for everyone going on the trip
where we distributed information on the
ski resort, walked them through the checkin procedure, and gently reminded them
that they would be representing GW Law
while on the trip. I have to commend our
students on that. They all proved that you

la~w school. The feedback we've received

From students: who wont on the trif* F.ic
been great, so I wouldn't be surprised if

we had even more go next year. My only
regret is that this was the last time I'll ever
get to experience the connection."

The trip was organized with the
collective efforts of SBA members King,
Sheats, Rizzolo, Iturbe, Alex Sarria,
Seema Mittal and John Sorrenti. Trip
prices ranged from $160 for a cabin for
three days, to $315 which included a spot
in a cabin, a two-day lift ticket, and equip
ment rental.

Banking Law Society Hosts Anti-Money Laundering Speaker
BY EVAN MAYOR

Staff Writer

About 15 students and professors
gathered last Wednesday to hear Chris
tina La Vera, associate general counsel for
E*TRADE Bank, speak about the hurdles
financial institutions face in comply
ing with federal anti-money laundering
laws.
LaVera said the field has become
"hot" in the wake of the Sept. 11 attacks
on the World Trade Center and the en
actment of the Patriot Act, which crimi
nalized terrorist financing and imposed
significant new requirements on banks
and other financial institutions.
Money laundering involves efforts
to disguise the origin of financial assets
derived from criminal activity so that they
appear to be from a legitimate source, ac
cording to a handout LaVera gave event
attendees. The Patriot Act expanded the
definition to include the use of funds, even
if legally obtained, to support terrorists or
other specified illegal activity.
"There is a very broad scope in
terms of the types of activity banks need
to be alerted to," LaVera told students as

they ate pizza and Oreos provided by the first summer doing regulatory work. By
Banking Law Society, which sponsored the time she realized she wanted to work
the event. "Banks really, in a way, have at a firm, she had missed her school's fall
been deputized to investigate transactions recruitment process. Determined to get a
[that can be characterized as suspicious summer associate position for her second
summer, LaVera
activity]," she added. ^
said she began to
Banks are required
direct write firms in
to file Suspicious Activ"There is a very broad
ity Reports with the fed- scope in terms of the types the district's metro
area with banking
eral government. These
..
. . ,
'
\
SARs are how the gov- °f activity banks need to
practices. She ended
up summering and
ernment gets financial
be alerted to
Banks
working
for Mayer,
information on custom
...
have
been
deputized
to
Brown,
Rowe &
ers, LaVera said.
Maw
LLP.
She also
investigate
transactions,"
In response to
worked
at
Skadden,
one student's question
said Christina LaVera,
Arps, Slate, Meagher
on customers' privacy
associate
general
counsel
&
Flom LLP before
rights, LaVera said there
going
in-house at
is a lot of discussion in
for E*TRADE Bank
E*TRADE
Bank.
the industry about what
^m
"The most
customers and institu- ™^
important thing is
tions are comfortable
to be an advocate for yourself," she said in
with regarding information sharing.
After her presentation, LaVera talking about the job search. "Sometimes
shared her career path with attendees. people don't realize it but they have a lot
She said she came to Washington, D.C. to offer."
Also in attendance at the event was
because she wanted to be a regulatory
lawyer. She attended American University Professor John Buchman, who is vice
Washington College of Law and spent her president, general counsel and corporate

secretary of E*TRADE Bank. Buchman
has been teaching a banking law class at
the Law School for the past 17 years, he
said.
Helen Lee and Pavel Shaitanau,
both 3Ls, co-founded the Banking Law
Society last year after taking Buchman's
class.
"The class is small, and you connect
with everyone on a personal level," Shaita
nau said. "We thought it was a good idea
to start a society. D.C. is a great place to
study banking law, and sometimes it gets
overlooked."
Lee said that through sponsoring
events like last week's, the society is at
tempting to raise interest in banking law.
She said the organization is looking for
students passionate abowt making bank
ing and corporate law more of a focus
at GW. Lee encourages those interested
in joining the group and running for an
office in March to visit the Banking Law
Society's TWEN site on Westlaw.
Buchman had only positive things
to say about his experience at GW. "The
thing I like most is the students," Buch
man said. "This place has amazingly nice
and talented students."
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It Never Stays in Vegas
BY ADAM PEARLMAN

Columnist
Last semester I could not submit
anything for publication because of rules
and practices in the office where I was
interning. In a very macro way, I under
stand why government offices (especially
those that operate in an environment of
Try per political scrutiny5 -would restrict
their employees and interns from writ-

ing materials for outside dissemination.
It makes sense, and I don't question
that general policy at all. Anything an
employee writes or says is necessarily a
reflection upon the employer, even in a
non-politically charged environment.
Today, it is a fantasy to think that
one can bifurcate his life, to keep what he
does in his private life completely separate
from his relationship to his work. John
Ashcroft (who I was not working for,
by the way) tends to use the Las Vegas
advertising slogan as his example. He
thinks that any convoluted notion that
"what goes on in Vegas" actually "stays
in Vegas" is ridiculous. In an age where
all imaginable bits of information can be
disseminated electronically in mere sec
onds, secrets have become very difficult
to keep indeed.
A few months ago, the Director of
National Intelligence said in a Congressio
nal hearing that Americans need to alter
their idea of privacy. I don't remember the
particular line of questioning that led to
that comment, but I'm sure it had some
thing to do with terrorist surveillance. On
the point about privacy, I'm not sure to
what extent I agree. But it is undoubtedly
true that we are very hypocritical about
the "privacy" or "personal space" we
habitually demand, versus what we put
out in the open for all to see.
For example, on the first day of my
fall internship, the information technol
ogy folks made it a point to show the new
interns how easy it was for their slip-ups
to reflect poorly on the office. The intern
coordinators had done simple searches on
MySpace and Facebook for members of
the incoming class, then used some of the
pictures and discussions from the sites in
the orientation PowerPoint show.
It embarrassed several people, but
why? They're the ones that made the in
formation available to the public forum.

They've held themselves out to the world
on a webpage with open access for all to
see -how could they not expect that doing
so could affect their professional lives?
Our generation, in many ways, has
an over-developed sense of entitlement. I
am guilty of this myself in several respects.
But the MySpace phenomenon goes be
yond my comprehension. It pertains to a
sense of entitlement over identity, person
ality, privacy, or an expectation that we
will not be pre-judged by anybody.

But, I have digressed. The point
of this piece is merely that I support the
general idea of restrictions on what an
employee may write or otherwise dis
seminate, since it can reflect poorly upon
his employer. That said, I do take issue
with blanket policies that do not achieve
this. It is sad that, often in this city, the
only people who care about what an
intern has to say are the wrong people
-they're the sensationalists, the ones who
are trying to make the intern's employer
look bad, regardless of the merits of their
muckraking.
The idea that a press report could
call, with any legitimacy, an intern "a
source" from his employing office is a
miscarriage of the media's responsibility
to the public for fair and accurate report
ing. If an intern says something stupid,
there shouldn't be too much danger that it
could be reported. But we all know that it
could be, without regard for what level of
responsibility (or knowledge) that intern
actually has.
While I did a lot of great work last
semester, I imagine it is unlikely that any
of it reached the upper levels of the deci
sion-making process in a form that looked
anything like my original memoranda.
This, above all, makes it odd that the me
dia or political adversaries .could take so
much interest in what interns might say;
they know the high improbability of any
individual intern measurably affecting
substantive policy.
In the end, this only means that the
original cause for concern about intern
writings is a sad statement of our political
reality, where anything can be taken out
of context for the benefit of a newspaper's
circulation or an adversary's sound bite.
It's a bit disheartening, and the blanket
policies meant to address them are a bit
nonsensical. But that's how we do it in
DC.

inflammatory. Hart and Smith pointed
out that online media have the additional
mechanisms to insure themselves against
defamation claims provided by the Digital
On Jan. 23, the CyberLaw Students Millennium Copyright Act and Section
Association hosted a panel discussion 230 of the Communications Decency
regarding online publishing liability in Act. The DMCA take-down notice pro
vides protection to the people potentially
the digital age.
defamed,
while Section 230 of the CDA
The CLSA started as a new stu
precludes
liability of the publishers for
dent group last year and for this panel
comments
posted by third-parties on the
brought in two attorneys with experience
websites.
in the online publishing field. The panel
However, Smith and Hart both ada
consisted of Sherrese Smith, the deputy
mantly
held that they would support the
general counsel for Washingtonpost.com,
authors
of the material on the merits, but
and Jonathan Hart, a media information
that
"no
rational actor would risk dam
technology partner from Dow Lohnes
age"
when
served with a DMCA notice
PLLC and an author in the field.
Smith works to moderate the on and would instead simply take down the
line content of the online media organs material.
When asked how they defend their
associated with The Washington Post,
including Newsweek.com and Slate.com. own materials online, their response was
Her responsibilities for the Washington that active policing is their best defense.
They both mentioned a cyber-squatPost and Newsweek primarily consist of
contractual negotiations, dealing with the ter who had websites with similar spell
technology that appears in and operates ings to actual news outlets, used similar
the outlets. For Slate, Smith deals with the styles as those websites, but posted graphic
same but is also involved in pre-publica pictures implying those news outlets were
"baby-killers." That specific person was
tion review for content.
BY JAMES CHANG

Assistant News Editor

Smith additionally won the 2006
Washington Metropolitan Area Cor

considered a nuisance and actively sought
out by the media companies in order to

porate Counsel Association award for stop the misrepresentation.
The use of "robots.txt" files (known
Outstanding In-House Counsel.
as
the
Robots Exclusion Protocol) to act
Hart, following clerkships in the
as
digital
no trespassing signs against pro
Virgin Islands and Ninth Circuit, began
grams
that
work as information "scrap
his practice dealing with legal issues for
ers,"
and
the
clear positing of contractual
newspapers before making the move to
agreements
defining
the terms of use of
deal with analogous legal issues in on
the
website
are
also
means
to protect the
line media. He is the author of "Internet
Law: A Field Guide" which addresses information online. Hart said that trespass
first amendment applications, libel, to chattels was a theory of law used to
defamation, copyright, trademarks, data bring suit for these violations.
When dealing with the original
collection and privacy for analysis by
legal professionals, web professionals, content of others, Smith and Hart both
saw the line of liability to be the differ
and students.
Hart's practice involves negotiating ence between "linking" and "embedding."
licensing and contracts, paying attention Linking-out to a video on Youtube does
to copyright and trademark issues, and not risk liability, but embedding that You
helping clients develop business models tube video would risk liability.
This is just as applicable for a com
for revenues from these developing tech
mercial website as for a personal blog.
nologies.
Both Smith and Hart began the However, there is also the potential of the
discussion by emphasizing that their daily text used in the hyperlink being defama
work is unpredictable. Every day for every tory in and of itself.
Hart noted the case involving the
client, something completely new can
arise. For Slate, Smith is involved in mak DeCSS code (the release of code describ
ing sure that the original work product of ing how to decrypt DVD protection)
the reporters will avoid liability. She said where the judge implied that merely
that her goal is to help the journalists linking to the illegal code carried liabil
publish and for her reporters to trust her ity. However, all the news outlets still
enough to ask her questions as to whether linked to the sites that also pointed to the
or not a particular piece veers into legal infringing code, and they were not found
liability.
liable. Both Smith and Hart believe that
A recent example Smith gave was a the courts have backed off of that position
story about the recent Tom Cruise video since that case.
Towards the end, Smith and Hart
where the reporter described the entire
event and reaction as, "Crazy, huh?" In were asked how they felt about Google
that case, though the overall sequence of and other such news aggregations. They
events was being described as "crazy," recognized that while the legal interest
it was necessary to modify the language might be to actively not allow the use
subtlety to make sure Tom Cruise did not of short abstracts in order to protect the
take offense suchthat Slate would become intellectual property, there is a strong
liable for defamation.
countervailing interest of getting business
Another point that Smith empha from those news aggregation links. The
sized was the necessity to "pick your stance was to wait and allow the sharing
battles." This is the discretion to decide of information until something occurs
when to print something potentially where legal action has to be taken.
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Considering Consensus, and the Problem with the Plurality
case. Doesn't this mean that in any given
case, a justice should be willing to admit
Columnist
that the "right" interpretation lies some
where closer to where his views intersect
A recent Time magazine cover story those of his colleagues?
I recently discussed these issues with
looked at the Supreme Court and asked if
it still matters. Luckily, Time concluded a member of the faculty who outlined
that the Court does still matter, but criti several benefits of the plurality opinion.
First, we expect the justices to vote
cized it for passing fractured opinions.
We frequently have occasion to true to their understanding, and if they do
wrestle with the elusive plurality opinion, not agree with the reasoning of the author,
carefully laying the comments of each even if they agree with the disposition of
concurrence over the other to see where the case, they should say so separately
they overlap, and then tallying the num from the majority.
Second, the plurality opinion gives
bers. Wait... what was the holding?
Supreme Court justices often pref a more accurate view of what the current
ace their reasoning with the following state of the law is by revealing which argu
disclaimer: "What I believe is
. But ments stand on firm ground and which
my job is not to rule according to what are on the verge of falling away on the
I believe, my job is to rule according to next case.
Third, the plurality opinion gives
the law."
us
more
guidance about where the law
Of course, under this approach, the
is
going.
It exposes minority trends that
justice ignores that he is ruling according
may
soon
become part of the majority,
to what he believes the law is. And if a jus
and
vice-versa.
tice will put aside his own personal beliefs
But I wonder if the overall effect
to achieve the result the law requires, why
could he not make concessions with what of plurality opinions is really beneficial.
Decisions such as Brown v. Board of Edu
he believes the law is?
Certainly, no justice would claim cation remind us that the Supreme Court
that his understanding of the law provides justices know the force of their voices in
the single correct interpretation in every unison. They must be aware that plural
BY STEFAN CHAC6 N

ity opinions lack the same punch. And
while in Brown, compromise came at the
expense of specificity, the same could be
said of the Constitution itself.
What is worse - uncertainty about
the meaning of ambiguous language, or
uncertainty about where a majority actu
ally agreed in a plurality? At least in the
former instance the words are there on
paper. In the latter, we have the best guess
of the interpreting court.
A great judge once explained to me
the value of reaching consensus. He said
that the infinite intricacy and ongoing
evolution of the law preclude any one
person from knowing what the law is,
and consensus is the best way a court can
fulfill its public obligation to collectively
interpret it. Consensus does not mean
unanimity, and dissent is at the heart of
American democracy.
But aside from the occasional
Youngstown, how often does a concurring
opinion really shape history?
If pluralities have their costs, con
sider consensus. Beyond the possibility
of producing a vague opinion, there is
the risk that the consensus reasoning will
be used to justify an unacceptable result
in a future case. Still, I would argue that
is an issue the Court should face when

squarely confronted by it. Besides, a care
fully negotiated consensus should be able
to anticipate at least probable or danger
ous anomalies.
In federal courts, the Marks doctrine
dictates that the precedent of a plurality
lies on the narrowest common ground
upon which the decision was based, and
there is no reason to suspect that Marks
will be overruled any time soon (it was a
majority decision, after all).
Also, basic separation of pow
ers means no outside force can compel
greater consensus on the Supreme Court.
The practical result of a plurality is that
most of what the Justices so adamantly
disagree about doesn't amount to a hold
ing anyway, so what does it really do for
the parties in the next case? At best, the
Court has planted the seed for a case with
similar facts to come before it in the future.
At worst, it has created a context in which
a lower interpreting court can misconstrue
the plurality reasoning and arrive at the
unintended result.
I think the Court loses some le
gitimacy when its opinions are splintered.
It may be simplistic to ask, but aren't
they supposed to tell us what the law
is? I thought I read that in a case some
where...

Barack Obama is the Electable Democratic Candidate
BY MARLOWE DOMAN
Columnist

power, but it seldom does any good. bute in one's opponent can create more
Obama's style is different. By creating constructive dialogue. It can improve a
optimism in his followers and insisting working relationship and cool mutual
on positive messages, I think he shows

As a member of the Republican
Party, I find it impossible to understand
how a majority of Democratic voters
still support the Clintons over Barack
Obama. To me, Senator Obama has
proven himself to be without question
the superior candidate. He is better for the
party because of his superior abilities for
the job and his greater chance of winning
in November.
The admiration I hold for Obama
lies in his ability to inspire people to re
spect those with whom they disagree. This
message, referred to as "post-partisan,"
resonates in a time when politicians make
passing references to bipartisanship, but
fail to practice it.
In American politics, power and
prestige come often by politicians placing
blame on the other side. This lets them
stir anger in their followers and avoid
responsibility for today's problems. Thus
Democrats insist on Iraq being Bush's
war, instead of considering themselves
accountable for making things right.
This style is an easy way to gain

leadership that has not been replicated
since President Reagan.
I worry for him greatly, almost as
much as I do for the Republican race. He
now goes through a trial of fire against a
couple that shares responsibility for the
destitute state of American government.
The positive aspect to this Demo
cratic race is that many Republicans are
beginning to realize the truth about the
Clintons.
The great danger that lies in this
power couple is that they have a danger
ous combination of two attributes. They
are both malicious and intelligent. Con
sidering their hunger for power, they are
willing to injure anyone to arrive at their
goal. The saddest moment was when they
took Obama's now infamous praise of
President Reagan out of context.
The quote was classic Obama.
He was gracious and found something
admirable to say about the opposition.
Though he did not state any agreement
with Reagan's policies, the gesture was
a good insight into Obama's leadership
abilities. Acknowledging a positive attri

antagonisms.
The Clintons, by distorting his

words, forced Obama's hand. They made
him denounce Republicans to prove that
he opposed their policies. The irony is that
Obama's platform is more liberal than the
Clintons', particularly in foreign policy.
How sad, that in one day the Clin
tons managed to get Obama back into
the partisan Republican-hating sandbox,
where the Republicans are the bad guys,
and are responsible for everything; where
they are always wrong, and the Clintons
are always right. And Obama supports
Reagan, so he's wrong.
Aren't people sick of this? Hyperpartisan politics from the Clintons has
Bill yelling at reporters and Hillary talking
about how she is going tofight, fight, fight
the Republicans. People, this is exactly
what is wrong with American politics.
Every day I inspect the polls an
ticipating Obama to have exploded to the
top, only to be shocked that the Clintons
remain in first place. The fact is that not
only is Obama the better leader, but also
the better candidate.
Nominating Clinton will crush the

movement toward a more civil political
discourse. It will also give conserva
tives the greatest victory they could ever
imagjne.
The broken Republican tent will

mend itself all too quickly, and the Repub
licans will rally to beat their hated enemy.
If you are a Democrat, imagine if Dick
Cheney were the Republican nominee.
Wouldn't that inspire you to do more, to
give more money, to volunteer more time
than if i t were another Republican?
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton are the Demo
cratic Dick Cheney. In contrast, if Obama
is the Democratic candidate, many Re
publicans may have an "oh shucks" atti
tude to the election. And if Obama were
to win the presidency, his more respectful
tone and more affable style may create a
bipartisan tone for some time; enough
time to create the change, for better or
worse, which he hopes for.
I will never vote for Obama. But dur
ing this campaign I have grown to respect
him and like him. He is a person who is
both decent and good. Bill and Hillary
Clinton are not. It could be the most civil
presidential election of our time if it were
Obama versus any Republican. But if the
Democrats nominate the Clintons it will
be merely disappointing.
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Sports and Politics: Draft Your Candidate
BY JONATHAN AUERBACH

Columnist
As the second-most popular sports
columnist on campus (I think), I get a
fair amount of feedback from various law
students and faculty.
However, I was surprised with the
flood of emails I received over break (over
700), mostly espousing on how important
this column was to various students.
One emailer wrote in to say that "as
a 1L facing a lot of pressure to do well in
law school, your column provides me a
bi-weekly dose of sanity. Without your
hilarious commentary on sports, I p rob
ably would have dropped out after three
weeks." Take that, Dr. Phil!
Another student commented that
"your column is a shining beacon in the
morass of terrible sports columns and
legal publications. I don't even care that
it's not related to pressing law school is
sues. Don't stop writing!"
Worry no longer, dear reader, for
this column will press on even in the face
of the toughest adversity and academic
criticism.
We now resume your regularlyscheduled sports commentary.
While I don't pretend to be a politi
cal maven like some of my fellow class
mates, I see definite parallels between

sports and politics. It takes a special kind
of talent to talk for two hours and say
absolutely nothing, to ignore a direct ques
tion by changing the subject, or to distract
from your own shortcomings by insulting
your opponent.
Last year I touched on this parallel
by imagining how the skills of certain
coaches would translate over into the
political realm.
With the election looming, it's
time to take the opposite look at how our
presidential candidates would fare in the
world of sports.

Hillary Clinton
Clinton is like Cooper Manning (Eli
and Peyton's brother) except she refuses
to sit quietly in the press box while her
more successful family members win Su
per Bowls. Not happy with her job at the
family passing academy, she yearns for the
big stage. Surely all those late nights spent
talking with Bill about how to beat the
Cover 2 will translate into major success
when she strikes out on her own. I amalso
impressed that she has sought guidance
outside of the Clinton inner circle, as she
appears to have enlisted Dick Vermeil as
her new mentor.

Barack Obama
Bringing in Obama as a new coach
is like hiring a college coach with no
NFL experience to coach an NFL team.
Kind of like how Lane Kiffin replaced
the horrendous Art Shell as head coach
of the Raiders and led to the team to the
playoffs. Oh wait.
With a knack for soaring rhetoric,
Obama would make pregame locker
room speeches a must-see event. How
ever, coaching in the NFL is more than
just waxing poetically to the media and
preparing your team during the week by
saying, "Hey, I am here." You actually
have to do work, something I don't think
Obama really understands. By Week 3, he
would already be trying to line up another
coaching gig with a better team.

Rudy Giuliani
Giuliani is the hard-nosed tactician
who gets the job done, much like Bill
Belichick, and like Belichick, you don't
want to cross the Mayor, as you will then
be dead to him if you are in fact still alive
after crossing him. If you drop a pass be
cause you are afraid of getting knocked to
the ground, Giuliani will go on the radio
the next week and insult your three-year
old daughter. If you are late to a meeting,
he will put a skunk in your locker, steal
your playbook, and key your car. And, if
you try to steal coaches from his staff after
leaving to coach a rival team and then rat
on him for videotaping your sideline, he
will knife you at midfield during the postgame handshake.

Mike Huckabee
Switching over to baseball analogies
for a second, Huckabee is Ozzie Guillen
reborn as a guy who was once governor
of Arkansas. Rejecting time-tested theo
ries (like not sacrifice bunting on every
play and evolution), the Huckster would
assemble a team that would dominate
the league if the homeryn were ever
abolished. Valuing such abstract skills as
"scrappiness" and "grit," the lineup would
be a modern day Murderer's Row, featur
ing such sluggers as David Eckstein, Darin
Erstad, and Christian Guzman.
Ron Paul
Paul is the coaching candidate that
the students love but the old-guard boost
ers think is a lunatic. He would have some
crazy ideas, like lining up three quarter
backs in the backfield and running the
statue of liberty play every down, but in
real life, these would probably backfire.
His proposal to quit the NCAA would
initially be met with quizzical looks but
his southern charm and refusal to return
donations from white supremacists would
quickly win over the student body. Paul's
ultimate goal would be to dismantle the
university and have the football team exist
as its own entity. Now there's a man who
understands the true nature of college
sports!

]VLovie Reviews: "Cloverfield," "There Will Be Blood"
BY BRETT SHEATS

Columnist

In each issue of Nota Bene, I will be
reviewing a movie or two to help you pass
the time in the hard lounge and save $10
on a movie that you should have otherwise
avoided like the plague.
Should you have any suggestions of
films you would like to see reviewed here
in the future, please feel free to contact
me atbsheats@law.gwu.edu. Also, please
note that these reviews will include no
spoilers as to plot points or surprises un
less specifically warned.
Now, on to the movies:

CLOVERFIFLD
3 Stars (out of 5)
Directed by: Matt Reeves
Rated: PG-13 (Violence, Terror)
Running Time: 85 minutes
The Internet has been filled with
rumors regarding "Cloverfield" since J.J.
Abrams announced that his Bad Robot
Productions would be creating a monster
movie to be released in early 2008. Will
it all be done as a home movie? Will the
real title be "Cloverfield?" What will the
monster look like?
Questions one and two have been
answered for a while (yes and yes), how
ever the third question is the real key
to the entire movie - is the monster all
I hoped it would be? Yes. Describe it? I
can't. How do you describe something
that has never been remotely seen before?
The only thing you need to know is that
this demonic-looking character is truly a
scary beast. (And yes, you do get to see
it quite well.)
The acting is solid, but it doesn't re
ally matter. Scenes that focus on the char

acters tend to bog down and slow the pace

of this short thrill ride. The movie truly
succeeds when it focuses on the monster
and the military response thereto.
Also, the "gimmick" of having the
movie shot all with home video ends up
wearing thin in some memorable pas
sages. I am able to suspend reason for
monster movies, but at some point you
will be asking yourself, "Who in their right
mind would find it important to hold on
to a movie camera when they are about
to be squished/eaten/bludgeoned by a
huge monster? Good God, man, drop the
camera and run!"
However, Reeves manipulates the
audience well despite having few options
with camera angles in this first-person
perspective.
In all, this movie portends great suc
cess for both director Reeves and producer
Abrams in the future, including Abrams'
reboot of the "Star Trek" franchise com
ing this Christmas.

THERE WILL BE BLOOD
4 Stars (out of 5)
Directed by Paul Thomas Anderson
Rated: R (Violence)
Running Time: 158 minutes
Upton Sinclair's novel "Oil!" was
the basis for this dark P.T. Anderson
delight centered on California company
towns at the time of the oil boom. There
are two real stars of this movie: Ander
son's further development as one of the
finest directors in the business, and Daniel
Day-Lewis' unforgettable role as Daniel
Plainview.
Anderson starts the movie with a
25 minute long passage lacking dialogue
set in the West as we meet Plainview as
an enterprising miner who happens upon

a great cache of oil. The parallels to the
Each week I will also pick one or
opening of Kubrick's "2001: A Space two DVDs to place at the top of your
Odyssey" are unmistakable as Anderson Netflix queue. This week's focus is on
attempts both to increase the viewer's pa two young actors, Brad Renffo and Heath
tience and familiarize us with the Ameri Ledger, who recently passed away.
can landscape of the late 1800s.
Throughout the film the horizon is
often placed in the upper quarter of the
GHOST WORLD (2001)
screen, focusing the viewer on the ground,
3.5 Stars (out of 5)
which held such promise and riches for
those willing to exploit it. Many times
"Ghost World" qualifies as not
the most beautiful scenes of the majestic
only Brad Renfro's best work, but also
Western skies are only shown in the black
one of the most enjoyable adaptations of
mirror reflection of pools of oil overflow
the adult comic genre. Hipsters will feign
ing with potential cash for Plainview and
boredom at this movie's geeky take on
his fellow prospectors.
high school life, but secretly they'll dig it.
It is Plainview's voice that we hear
Renfro acts alongside excellent supporting
first in this movie - measured, firm, and
roles by Steve Buschemi, Thora Birch, and
cold - and it is a voice ht at is not easily for
the reportedly recently engaged Scarlett
gotten. Day-Lewis is superb in this movie,
Johansson. [Author's note: Scarlett, come
and easily equals his prior work in "My
back to me!]
Left Foot" and "Gangs of New York."
Invoking the genius of other masterpieces
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN (2005)
of film, Anderson and Day-Lewis craft
4.5 Stars (out of 5)
a character whose arc is as both grand
and pitiful as Charles Kane's in "Citizen
"Brokeback Mountain" is not only
Kane."
the
best
film of 2005, but also my choice
Young actors Dillon Freasier (play
for
the
best
film so far of the 21st century.
ing Plainview's adopted son) and Paul
From
its
achingly
austere score to direc
Dano (playing duel roles as twins Eli
tor
Ang
Lee's
ability
to evoke the craggy
and Paul Sunday) contribute greatly but,
beauty
of
the
Wyoming
wilderness, the
due to the absolute brilliance of Daybeauty
of
this
film
is
breathtaking.
Lewis, are simply the foils by which we
Above all else, however, is Heath
can measure the greed and cruelty of the
Ledger's
performance as Ennis Del Mar,
oil prospector obsessed with fortune and
a
man
who
falls deeply in love with his
success.
friend
and
co-worker,
Jack Twist (Jake
Your more naive sensibilities of
Gyllenhaal).
the frontier will be shattered by this
There are few times in cinema
film, which starkly and unapologetically
when
you can cease to see an actor on
shows the engine that drove development
screen
and only see a character -Ledger's
westward during the turn of the century:
performance
is one of the true all-time
greed. Sinclair would have been proud.
gems.
This
heartbreaking
film, sadly, has
Alongside "No Country for Old
become
even
more
devastating
with the
Men," "There Will be Blood" comprises
the very best of American filmmaking of recent passing of Ledger, who was truly
a gifted soul. Highly recommended.
2007. There will be awards.

